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Your Own Treasured Car Illustrated as
High Definition Art at unbeatable prices

Special Mustang Owners Club Offer

Call us on 07888 760500 or mail@billeresque.com

Billeresque is the brand name for original high definition art by award
winning vector artist, Nigel Biller.
“Vector art allows any illustration to be printed at any size without loss of quality,
sharpness or colour vibrancy. Perfect for dynamic car illustrations.”
Visit the following websites to see some examples:
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/Billeresque or www.billeresque.com

The Mustang Owners Club Package
We can produce competitively priced car illustrations for individuals, but why not
share the cost of the original illustration with other club members with the same model?

We can draw an original car
from the front for £280

We can draw an original car
as a three quarter view for £340

This origination cost can be shared by all club members who want a personalised print.
The more that want to participate, the lower the cost for each member!

Commissioning an Illustration
To demonstrate we will use an illustration we did for the TVR Car Club.
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Email us a digital photograph of a car taken from the angle all participating members will like.
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We will then produce a detailed illustration of the vehicle as high definition art.

Try to take the shot so the camera is at the same height as the head of the driver for extra impact.

Personalising The Cars
There will be a fee of £80 for each personalised car.
Email us a digital photo of the front of each members’ car, so we have the colour and number plate.
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Colour Match. We will recolour the
illustration for each car.

5

What would you like the message to read at the bottom of the print?

4

Background. Choose your
favourite from our catalogue.

We usually show the vehicle marque and model with the year of manufacturer, but the message can be
anything you wish - perhaps a personal message.

Costs Summary
Origination (Cost shared between members)
£280 - From the front
£340 - As a three quarter view
£80 - Per car for personalisation
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“If there are 10 participating members
in your club, the total price, per person,
could be £108 - for a unique
personalised illustration of their own car!
This price includes a premium quality print. Any size up to 24in x 18in or A1 (841mm x 594in)
Larger sizes and quantites can be ordered. The price does not include the frame - The prints are drawn to
fit standard frame sizes, so ready made frames can be purchased easily online or from relevant stores.

Get in Touch to Start the Motor Running!
mail@billeresque.com
07888 760500
A condition of this special price is that Billeresque keeps the rights to the original illustration and can use a generic version
to use in any way we wish. If you want to keep the rights to an illustration please contact us for details.
This offer is valid until the end of 2019. After this date please get in touch to confirm prices.
All illustrations in this digital brochure are copyrighted by ©Nigel Biller Creative Ltd under the brand Billeresque.

